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all his savings up to that moment, but henceforth the brother should
expect nothing from. him. For "all future savings, if any, would be
utilized for the benefit of the community." The brother was extremely
annoyed and stopped communication with him.
Along with his spiritual progress, Gandhi's passion for vegeta-
rianism as a mission increased. He assisted two shortlived vegetarian
restaurants in Johannesburg financially. Once he lent a thousand
pounds from a deposit of his client to support a restaurant started
by a theosophist friend, but it failed and Gandhi made good the
client's loss.
With the growing simplicity of his life, his dislike for medicines
steadily increased. He used to be troubled with constipation and
frequent headaches, and tried to keep himself fit with occasional laxa-
tives and a well-regulated diet. He used to have three meals and
afternoon tea and enjoyed many delicacies. About this time he read
of a "No Breakfast Association" in Manchester. He argued that as he
never got up before six or seven, breakfast was superfluous and gave
it up. The headache disappeared, but constipation persisted.
In the meantime he came across Just's Return to Nature, dealing with
earth treatment. Mr. Just also advocated fresh fruit and nuts as the
natural diet of man. Gandhi began applying to his abdomen a band-
age of clean earth moistened with cold water and spread like a poul-
tice on fine linen. This he did at bedtime, removing it when he got up.
It proved a radical cure.
In spite of Gandhi's varied preoccupations> much of his time was
still devoted to legal practice. In Johannesburg he had four clerks,
and still they could not cope with his work. He had to do his own
typewriting because the clerks were poor at English. At last with
great difficulty he secured the services of Miss Dick, a girl typist, on
£17. iqs. per month. She managed funds amounting to thousands of
pounds. After her marriage, Miss Dick's place was taken by Miss
Schlesin, a seventeen-year-old girl, who helped Gandhi a good deal
for a number of years. She refused to draw more than £10 a month
and took the keenest interest in his activities.
The year 1903 marked the beginning 'of the great discontent in
India. The impending partition of Bengal threw a .dark cloud over
the Congress which met at Madras in December. Lai Mohan Ghosh,
the president, turned to the sore subject of Lord Curzon's Delhi
Durbar: "If even half of the vast sum spent in connection with the

